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Journal Research Transparency Requirements

.
Today, many journals in the political sciences request or require authors to submit
reproduction material to data archives. The journals vary, however, in the degree to which
these requests or requirements are enforced. In Table 1 we provide a summary of the research
transparency policies currently in place at ten of the top quantitative research journals in
political science. Note that we find that all of these journals have some type of research
transparency policy that is easily accessible on each journal’s website. However, only six
of ten use some type of permanent and public archive for research transparency materials.
Furthermore, while all ten have policies that require the provision of data and code prior to a
paper’s publication, as best as we can determine only two of these ten journals actually check
to determine that the provided code and data successfully reproduce the paper’s quantitative
claims.
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Table 1: Research Transparency Requirements in Top Political Science Journals
AJPS
APSR
BJPS
EJPR
JOP
PA
POQ
PRQ
PS
QJPS

Accessible policy∗
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Collective archive†
3
3
3
7
3
3
7
7
3
7

∗

Data/Code required‡
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Reproduced
3
7
7
7
7
3
7
7
7
7

Journal research transparency policy is easily accessible on the journal website
Journal archive contains all data submissions and is permanently publicly available
‡
Provision of data and code is required prior to publication
#
Code is run during review to reproduce and verify manuscript results
†
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#
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What Do Good Reproduction Materials Look Like?

Figure 1 shows a sample README covering all five sections needed for reproducibility.
Figure 2 displays well-organized and commented code: The code is split into clearly labelled
sections, no native functions are overwritten, and all data sources, R objects and output
objects are succinctly named. The code saves Table 1 in .tex format to ease comparison
with the corresponding manuscript version.
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Figure 1: Sample README
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Figure 2: Sample R code
Table 2 shows the resulting LATEXoutput of Table 1 next to its corresponding manuscript
content. All numbers and names are identical and easily matched. Figure 3 shows the folder
content listing and the R code utilizing a master file. These samples are of course rudimentary,
but they illustrate what needs to be present for successful reproduction of political science
data analysis.

Table 2: Sample .tex table produced with R (left), manuscript table (right)
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Figure 3: Sample R master file sourcing all script files
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The Future of Replication? Docker Containers

Most political science journals currently employ data repositories in the style of Dataverse,
where researchers deposit their data and code for others. In order to reproduce researchers’
original results, users need to download the material onto their local machines and run
the provided code files there. This can lead to all manners of problems, as it is highly
unlikely that a user’s local computational environment matches the original researchers’.
For example, even a slight change of R versions from 3.5 to 3.6 could affect results in largescale simulations, since the RNG method in the sample() function changed (Smith, 2019).
Similarly, changing the R package dplyr from version 0.4.0 to 0.5.0 could lead to differing
results because of the introduction of functionality breaking changes (Przytula, 2017). As
dangerous as such seemingly small changes are, one could argue that they are easily fixed
by installing the correct R version and using package management packages such as packrat
(Marwick et al., 2018; Ushey et al., 2018). What do users do, however, if problems can be
traced back to differing operating systems? Something as basic as string sorting leads to
differing results when performed on Linux and Windows systems (Przytula, 2017). This is
not to mention under-the-hood compilers such as CLANG, which are notoriously difficult to
set up across operating systems (CLANG, 2020).
It is not researchers’ responsibility to provide material that is perfectly reproducible
across various operating systems, different versions within operating systems, or different
versions of software packages. This would be an impossible task, as it would entail predicting
and accounting for all potential system variations between operating systems and versions, of
which we have merely mentioned a few in our paper. It is generally expected in replication,
though, for material to return identical results when reproduced under the same conditions
that the original research took place. In theory, any researcher who sets up the same software
and computational environment as the original researchers can then reproduce the analysis
with identical results. In practice, however, setting up the same software and computational
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environment is next to impossible, as we have outlined. From a reproduction, a journal, and
an author perspective, the data repository style is thus unfortunate as the almost unavoidable
mismatch between the original researchers’ and the user’s environment often proves to be
very time-consuming and obtrusive.
With the continuing evolution of computing power and technology, one possible solution to this dilemma comes from data science in the form of Docker containers. A Docker
container is an independent image that packages up operating system and software all in one.
It is a virtual, self-contained computer that can be accessed through the browser (Merkel,
2014; Hung et al., 2016). Users can install software, upload data, and run their code in a
remote container from the web. This eliminates the need to download and install software
on local computers and ensures full reproducibility of code and results across all platforms
and software (Gallagher, 2018; Boettiger, 2015). Docker containers can thus greatly increase
efficiency and effectiveness in the reproduction of quantitative results in social science (Liu
and Salganik, 2019; Anderson et al., 2008; Clyburne-Sherin et al., 2019). To our knowledge,
however, no major social science journal currently uses Docker containers to conduct replications. Political Analysis is set to become the first to do so. It is currently setting up a
reproduction structure with the provider Code Ocean to make Docker containers its main
vehicle for data reproduction later this year. This will ensure full reproducibility, remove
vast computational hindrances, and speed up replication and publication processes. It will
also greatly ease the replication of material requiring a large amount of computing power,
as Docker containers typically provide ten times the power of standard laptops. In our view,
the use of Docker containers thus represents a win-win for authors and journals alike. We
thus hope more social science journals will utilize the potential of this technology in the
years to come.
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